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Minimal clinically important difference (MCID) values for common physiological and patient-
reported outcome measures have been estimated in IPF, but have limitations. MCID research can 
help advance patient-oriented management of IPF. https://bit.ly/314Q5iH

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a chronic, progressive fibrosing lung disease with an estimated 
median survival of 2–5 years and a significant impact on quality of life (QoL). Current approved 
medications, pirfenidone and nintedanib, have shown a reduction in annual decline of forced vital 
capacity but no impact on QoL. The minimal clinically important difference (MCID) is a threshold 
value for a change in a parameter that is considered meaningful by the patient rather than solely 
relying on statistically significant change in the parameter. This review provides a brief overview 
of the MCID methodology along with detailed discussion of reported MCID values for commonly 
used physiological measures and patient-reported outcome measures in IPF. While there is no gold 
standard methodology for determining MCID, there are certain limitations in the MCID literature in 
IPF, mainly the choice of death, hospitalisation and pulmonary function tests as sole anchors, and 
pervasive use of distribution-based methods which do not take into account the patient’s input. 
There is a critical need to identify accurate thresholds of outcome measures that reflect patient’s 
QoL over time in order to more precisely design and evaluate future clinical trials and to develop 
algorithms for patient-oriented management of IPF in outpatient clinics.
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Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a chronic, 
progressive fibrosing lung disease with an estimated 
median survival of 2–5 years and a significant 
impact on quality of life (QoL) [1]. The two US Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) approved treatments 

available for IPF, pirfenidone and nintedanib, have 
shown a reduction in the annual rate of decline 
of forced vital capacity (FVC) in clinical trials 
[2–6]. However, neither medication has shown a 
difference in QoL as measured by two validated 
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instruments, the University of California, San Diego 
Shortness of Breath Questionnaire (UCSD SOBQ) 
and the St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire 
(SGRQ), which were secondary outcomes in the 
trials for pirfenidone and nintedanib, respectively 
[3, 5–7]. This incongruity between objective 
measures of lung function and subjective, patient-
reported QoL metrics highlights a limitation in the 
translation of IPF research to clinical care. This 
dichotomy in trial results may be due to the lack 
of validity and responsiveness of QoL measures 
or perhaps because the difference in decline of 
FVC in the trials does not reflect patient-centred 
outcomes. Therefore, there is a critical need for 
robust estimates of the minimal clinically important 
difference (MCID) of key objective measures that 
correspond to improvements in patient QoL to help 
guide clinical care decisions and evaluate outcomes 
of clinical trials in the field of IPF.

Annual rate of decline in FVC has been used as 
a surrogate marker in major clinical trials [2–6]. 
While mortality and hospitalisation are inherently 
meaningful end-points for both clinicians and 
patients, they may not be feasible primary end-
points for IPF trials. When studying mild and 
moderate IPF, disease stages hypothesised to be 
both clinically detectable and susceptible to early 
therapy, there may be few deaths or hospitalisations 
within a feasible trial follow-up period. Therefore, 
to achieve statistical power, clinical trials with a 
primary end-point of death and/or hospitalisation 
would require large sample sizes that may be 
difficult to achieve in a rare disease [8]. This makes 
physiological measures of lung function more 
feasible alternative trial end-points, especially 
given their low cost and face validity as relevant 
markers for disease progression. However, in a 
disease that is nearly universally progressive and 
without corresponding improvements in QoL, 
it is uncertain whether statistically significant 
differences in these lung function measures are 

clinically meaningful to patients, especially given 
the high costs of medications and prevalence 
of side-effects. Rather than solely relying on 
statistically significant changes in a measure, 
MCID methodologies attempt to estimate a 
threshold value for a change in a measure that 
is considered important to patients. This review 
will provide a brief overview of the MCID concept 
and methodology along with detailed discussion of 
the MCID values of several physiological measures 
of lung function and patient-reported outcome 
measures (PROMs) in IPF that have been reported 
in literature.

MCID methodology overview

The MCID concept was introduced in 1989 by 
Jaeschke et al. [9] and has traditionally been 
estimated by a triangulation of three approaches: 
1) anchor-based methods, 2) distribution-based 
methods, and 3) expert opinion [10, 11]. Anchor-
based methods determine an MCID by quantifying 
the minimal numerical change in a measure 
that is associated with a subjective, patient-
reported “anchor” estimation of improvement or 
worsening. While several anchor-based methods 
exist, estimates based on receiver operating curves 
are reported to be more accurate compared with 
mean change methods (table 1) [12].

Distribution-based methods, by contrast, rely on 
the statistical distribution of a measure to estimate 
the MCID. Given that distribution-based methods 
lack patient input in determining MCID estimates, 
they mainly measure the minimal detectable 
change (MDC), which is the minimum change 
that can be detected beyond measurement error 
[13]. MCID values estimated using anchor-based 
methods may fall on either side of the MDC. When 
MCID is lower than MDC, MCID is indistinguishable 
from measurement error yet still important [13]. 

Table 1 Summary of commonly used anchor-based methods

Method Explanation Comment

Jaeschke Mean (Cfollow-up−Cbaseline) Regression to the mean

Mean change, 
Redelmeier

Mean (Cfollow-up−Cbaseline)–Mean 
(Ufollow-up−Ubaseline)

Regression to the mean

Receiver operating 
curve

Cut-off point where sensitivity+specificity 
is maximised between changed and 
unchanged

Non-parametric
Random sample variation
Change analysed separately for 
worsening and improvement

Regression 
modelling

Transition variable# as independent or 
dependent variable

Control for confounding and 
effect modification

Cfollow-up: follow-up score of patients who are changed based on response to anchor; Cbaseline: baseline 
score of patients who are changed based on response to anchor; Ufollow-up: follow-up score of patients 
who are unchanged based on response to anchor; Ubaseline: baseline score of patients who are unchanged 
based on response to anchor. #: transition variable (usually coded as 1 if changed based on response 
to anchor or 0 if unchanged based on anchor).
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MCID and not MDC is recommended to assess 
changes important to the patients [13].

Expert opinion is a subjective determination 
that incorporates clinical experience and may be 
conducted through a formal collective decision-
making process such as the Delphi method or 
an informal value-based judgement. In the MCID 
studies of IPF patients reviewed in subsequent 
sections there are no explicit expert opinion-based 
estimates. However, expert judgements were used 
to determine the cut-off points of anchors in some 
studies and in deriving the final point-estimate from 
anchor-based and distribution-based methods.

Given that there is no current gold standard 
method to estimate MCID, there are several 
principles that need to be considered when 
evaluating proposed MCID values for a given 
condition. MCID values of the same measure may 
differ amongst different patient populations. For 
example, MCID values for SGRQ may vary for patients 
with COPD versus IPF. Even within the same disease, 
MCID values may vary by disease severity and 
follow-up time period, which can have important 
implications for clinical trial design. MCID values 
for improvement versus deterioration may also vary 
depending on the disease process and its natural 
history and should ideally be calculated and reported 
separately. Anchors such as death or hospitalisation 
may indicate maximal instead of minimal clinically 
important change. There is also concern about 
using pulmonary function tests as sole anchors for 
estimating MCID since they do not directly assess 
patient input about change in health status. Further 
research and standardisation of MCID methodology 
would help address these concerns and help advance 
the field of patient-oriented research.

MCID values in IPF

Ten studies have determined MCID values for 
various physiological measures and PROMs in IPF 
patients (table 2). In the following subsections we 
will address MCID estimates for each measure 
separately, summarising the evidence and assessing 
its strengths and limitations.

Physiologic measures

Forced vital capacity

To date, only one study from Du Bois et al. [14] has 
estimated MCID values for FVC in IPF with data from 
1156 patients enrolled in two interferon-γ1b trials. 
The first trial enrolled 330 patients with FVC values 
of 50–90% predicted and DLCO value ≥25% predicted 
[15]. The second trial included 826 patients with FVC 
between 55 and 90% predicted and DLCO between 
35 and 90% predicted [16]. With these data, Du 
Bois et al. [14] reported an absolute change in FVC 
of 2–6% predicted over 48 weeks as the MCID value 
for both improvement and worsening in IPF.

This study incorporated a large sample size and 
the final MCID was determined using distribution 
and anchor-based methods. The authors chose 
several anchors: death, hospitalisation, composite of 
death and hospitalisation, and the health transition 
question in SF-36. The health transition question 
(SF-2) asks patients to rate their general health 
compared to 1 year ago on a 5-point Likert scale 
[17]. As stated previously, death and hospitalisation 
may be less than ideal anchors to assess minimal 
change, and distribution methods do not account 
for importance based on patient’s input. Therefore, 
the final estimate of 2–6% calculated by Du Bois 
et al. [14] may not reflect the true MCID of FVC in 
IPF patients.

6-min walking distance

Three studies have reported MCID values for 
both worsening and improvement of 6MWD in 
IPF patients, each with different populations and 
anchors [18–20]. Du Bois et al. [18] used the 
larger interferon-γ1b trial cohort (n=826, FVC of 
55–90% predicted and DLCO 35–90% predicted), 
and used hospitalisation, death and composite 
of death and hospitalisation as the only anchors. 
They calculated an MCID value of 24–45 m over 
48 weeks using distribution and anchor-based 
methods. Nathan et al. [19] used data from 338 
IPF patients in the CAPACITY trials of pirfenidone 
with FVC ≥50% predicted and DLCO ≥35% predicted. 
Using distribution-based methods and anchors of 
hospitalisation, death and a composite of both, 
they estimated an MCID in the range of 21.7–
37.0 m over 48 weeks. Swigris et al. [20] used the 
BUILD-1 study cohort, which investigated the use of 
Bosentan in 123 IPF patients with FVC of 50–90% 
predicted and DLCO ≥30% predicted. They averaged 
the estimates obtained from both distribution and 
anchor-based methods for a final MCID estimate 
of 28 m over 52 weeks using FVC and SGRQ as 
anchors. This may not yield an accurate estimate 
of MCID since distribution-based methods and 
anchor-based methods were weighted equally. 
It is important to note that all three studies with 
different time periods and anchors estimated similar 
MCID values for 6MWD ranging from 21.7 to 45 m.

Incremental shuttle walk

While 6MWD is more commonly used, ISW is 
another measure of a patient’s physical function 
[21]. Nolan et al. [21] determined MCID in 77 
patients after an 8-week pulmonary rehabilitation 
programme with no specific inclusion criteria for FVC 
or DLCO. They reported MCID as a range of 31–46 m 
over 8 weeks using distribution and anchor-based 
methods. Since these patients were undergoing a 
pulmonary rehabilitation programme, most of the 
respondents had an improvement in their anchor, 
GRCQ, which rated how they felt overall on a 5-point 
Likert scale. Therefore, the reported MCID value is 
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most applicable for improvement and may not 
reflect worsening in patients with IPF.

Patient-reported 
outcome measures

St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire

As stated previously, SGRQ has been used as an 
end-point to assess patient QoL in IPF clinical 

trials but it was originally developed for patients 
with obstructive lung diseases [3]. Swigris et al. 
[22] estimated the MCID of total SGRQ score using 
the BUILD-1 trial (n=129, FVC of 50–90% and DLCO 
≥30%) and reported an MCID of 7 points (range 
5–10) over 26 weeks by averaging estimates from 
both distribution and anchor-based methods with 
FVC and TDI as anchors. A separate study by the 
same first author used a pooled cohort from the 
INPULSIS trials of nintedanib in patients with FVC 

Table 2 Summary of MCID values of physiological and patient-reported outcome measures in patients with IPF

Variable Author 
[ref.]

Time 
period 
weeks

Sample size 
(disease severity)

Anchors Distribution 
method 

used

Improvement 
or 

deterioration

MCID 
value

FVC % pred Du Bois [14] 48 1156 
(mild-to-moderate)

SF-2
Hospitalisation

Death

Yes Both 2–6%

6MWD m Du Bois [18] 48 826 
(mild-to-moderate)

Hospitalisation
Death

Yes Both 24–45#

Nathan [19] 48 338 
(mild-to-moderate)

Hospitalisation
Death

Yes Both 21.7–37.0#

Swigris [20] 52 123 
(mild-to-moderate)

FVC
SGRQ

Yes Both 28

ISW m Nolan [37] 8 77 patients¶ GRCQ Yes Improvement 31–46#

Total SGRQ Swigris [22] 26 129 
(mild-to-moderate)

FVC TDI Yes Both 7 (5–10)+

Swigris [23] 52 1061 
(mild-to-moderate)

FVC
UCSD SOBQ

PGI-C

Yes Both 4–5

SGRQ-I Prior [24] 52 124 
(mild-to-moderate)

FVC
DLCO

6MWD
GRCS

UCSD SOBQ
SGRQ

No Improvement 3.9

Deterioration 4.9

UCSD SOBQ Swigris [25] 24 180 (severe) SGRQ-A Yes Both 8 (5–11)+

SF-36 Swigris [22] 26 129 
(mild-to-moderate)

FVC Yes Both 3 (MCS)
TDI 3 (PCS)

Witt [27] § 258¶ 6MWD
FVC
DLCO

Yes Both 6 (MCS)

5 (PCS)

KBILD Prior [24] 52 124 
(mild-to-moderate)

FVC
DLCO

6MWD
GRCS

UCSD SOBQ
SGRQ

No Improvement 4.7

Deterioration 2.7

SGRQ-I: SGRQ for patients with IPF; SF-36: Short-Form Health Survey 36; SF-2: health transition question in SF-36 questionnaire; 
GRCQ: Global Rating of Change Questionnaire; TDI: Transition Dyspnea Index; PGI-C: Patient’s Global Impression of Change; DLCO: 
diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide; GRCS: Global Rating of Change Scales; SGRQ-A: SGRQ activity domain; MCS: 
mental component score; PCS: physical component score. #: range; ¶: no set inclusion criteria based on disease severity; +: point 
estimate (range); §: no a priori follow-up time.
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≥50% predicted and DLCO 30–79% predicted [23]. 
The authors used FVC, UCSB SOBQ, and PGI-C as 
anchors and determined a range of 4–5 points 
as the lower threshold of MCID over a 52-week 
period [23].

The MCID of an IPF specific version of this 
questionnaire, SGRQ-I, was evaluated as a 
primary objective by Prior et al. [24] in 124 
IPF patients (no specific inclusion criteria, but 
baseline characteristics showed mild-to-moderate 
impairment in FVC and DLCO). An MCID of 3.9 points 
for improvement and 4.9 points for worsening was 
determined using anchor-based methods with six 
anchors: FVC, DLCO, 6MWD, SGRQ, UCSD SOBQ, and 
GRCS [24]. The separation of MCID values according 
to improvement and worsening is a better method 
to evaluate changes in a progressive disease where 
most patients would be expected to fall in the 
category of either unchanged SGRQ-I scores or 
worsening scores over the course of a specific time 
period even while on treatment with antifibrotic 
medications.

University of California, San Diego Shortness of 
Breath Questionnaire

UCSD SOBQ was used to assess patient QoL 
as a secondary end-point in the CAPACITY and 
ASCEND trials of pirfenidone [5, 6]. Swigris et al. 
[25] determined an MCID value using a cohort of 
patients from the STEP-IPF trial studying sildenafil 
in patients with IPF with DLCO <35% predicted. 
The study determined an MCID value of 8 points 
over 24 weeks by averaging values ranging from 
5–11 obtained from anchor and distribution-based 
methods. The single anchor used in this study was 
the activity domain of SGRQ (SGRQ-A), which 
provided an MCID estimate of 5–9 points [25].

Short-form health survey 36

SF-36 is a general health survey validated in IPF 
patients [26]. Scores are often reported as two 
separate components: physical component score 
(PCS) and a mental component score (MCS). Witt 
et al. [27] reported an MCID of 5 for PCS and 6 
for MCS in 258 patients enrolled in the European 
IPF registry with varying disease severity by using 
anchor and distribution-based methods. Their sole 
use of FVC, DLCO and 6MWD as anchors, however, 
limited patient input into MCID determination. 
Additionally, the study did not have an a priori 
follow-up time and measures were assessed at 
different time periods with an average follow-up 
time of 1.3 years [27]. The study of MCID in SGRQ 
by Swigris et al. [22] evaluated MCID for SF-36 
in patients in the BUILD-1 trial (n=129, FVC of 
50–90% predicted and DLCO ≥30% predicted) 
and used FVC and TDI as anchors along with 
distribution-based methods. They reported PCS 
and MCS values of 3 over a 6-month time period 
as the MCID.

King’s Brief Interstitial Lung Disease

The KBILD questionnaire was designed specifically 
for patients with interstitial lung disease (ILD), 
including IPF, unlike the other PROMs previously 
discussed [28]. KBILD was the secondary end-point 
in a recent trial evaluating nintedanib in patients 
with progressive ILD [29]. The KBILD calculation 
was mathematically standardised using a new 
logit-transformed scale around 2010 [30]. The 
only study evaluating MCID values of KBILD in 
IPF patients, by Prior et al. [24], was conducted 
using the logit-transformed scores. The authors 
used anchor-based methods, notably using six 
anchors: FVC, DLCO, 6MWD, SGRQ, UCSD SOBQ, 
and GRCS. This study reported different values 
for improvement (4.7 points) and worsening 
(2.7 points) over a 52-week time period in 124 
patients with no specific inclusion criteria, but 
baseline characteristics showed mild-to-moderate 
impairment in FVC and DLCO [24].

Conclusion and 
future directions

There are reported MCID values for commonly used 
physiological measures, such as FVC and 6MWD, 
and PROMs, such as SGRQ, UCSD SOBQ, SF-36 
and KBILD, in IPF. While there is no gold standard 
methodology for determining MCID, there are 
certain limitations in the MCID literature in IPF, 
mainly the choice of death, hospitalisation and 
pulmonary function tests as sole anchors, pervasive 
use of distribution-based methods which do not 
take into account the patient’s input, and averaging 
estimates from different methods to arrive at a 
single point MCID estimate. Therefore, the MCID 
values reviewed in this article may be used with 
caution when designing or evaluating clinical trials.

PROMs can measure a variety of constructs 
such as dyspnoea, physical functioning, mental 
health, etc. Patients’ QoL may be influenced by 
factors unrelated to the disease itself such as other 
health comorbidities, treatment adverse effects, 
socioeconomic stressors, and depression. Well 
designed and validated PROMs can assess various 
QoL domains more objectively and can guide 
management decisions along with physiological 
measures. While there is some evidence of 
convergent validity and data on psychometric 
properties of non-disease specific questionnaires 
such as SGRQ, UCSD SOBQ and SF-36 in IPF, further 
confirmatory studies on content and longitudinal 
validity are needed for their continued use as 
outcome measures in clinical trials and for unbiased 
MCID estimation [22, 23, 25, 31–33]. A validated 
composite outcome measure to monitor disease 
progression that incorporates lung function, 
physical activity measures and PROMs, like the 
BODE index in COPD, could guide therapy in clinical 
practice and may also be used as an end-point in 
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research trials [34]. To our knowledge, there has 
been no such measure developed in IPF, although 
composites of only clinical and physiological 
measures, such as the GAP (gender (G), age (A) 
and two lung physiology (P) variables: FVC and DLCO) 
index and composite physiologic index (CPI), have 
been developed to predict mortality [35, 36].

This review highlights that there is much 
work to be done in the MCID domain to set a 
consistent, patient-centred, and robust research 
agenda for future clinical trials and clinical care 
in IPF. In our opinion, such research directions 
include: 1) MCID estimation in IPF patients with 
varying severity and over varying time periods with 

novel anchor-based methods; 2) determination 
of psychometric properties and MCID values of 
commonly assessed measures such as total 
lung capacity, Borg dyspnoea scale, and Euroqol 
questionnaires in the IPF population; 3) further 
study of outcome measures and MCID values that 
can be applied to individual patients in clinical 
settings; and 4) development of well-validated 
and reliable physiological outcomes, IPF-specific 
PROMs, and a composite of physiological and 
patient-reported outcomes, which may better 
capture the patient experience and help provide 
new clinical end-points for research studies and 
clinical care.

Key points

	● There is no gold standard for MCID determination.

	● Distribution-based methods, which do not incorporate the patient 
perspective, are not ideal for MCID calculation.

	● Anchor-based methods using death or hospitalisation as anchors may 
estimate maximal and not necessarily minimal clinically important 
differences.

	● Further research is needed to determine MCID values in IPF for different 
disease severity groups and follow-up time periods.

Self-evaluation questions

1. Which of the following is an anchor-based method used for estimating MCID values?
a) Regression modelling
b) Receiver operating curve
c) Mean change methods
d) All of the above

2. Which of the following is a limitation of using distribution-based methods in estimating 
MCID?
a) Distribution-based methods require expert consensus
b) Distribution-based methods incorporate patient input
c) Distribution-based methods estimate minimal detectable change but not minimal 

clinically important change
d) None of the above

3. What is the proposed MCID value of FVC over 48 weeks in IPF?
a) 7–10%
b) 1–2%
c) 2–6%
d) 6–10%

4. Which of the following is true regarding MCID?
a) MCID values may differ according to specific disease state
b) MCID values are always the same for worsening and improvement for any particular disease
c) MCID values estimated using consensus approach are superior to anchor-based methods
d) MCID values determined by averaging distribution- and anchor-based estimates are 

superior to anchor-based only methods.
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